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NHS Blood and Transplant speed foetal DNA RhD
screening
NHSBT faced a significant challenge due to outdated, manual, and paper-based forms for test requests and

results reporting between their 300+ transfusion laboratories. With Labgnostic, RhD-negative mothers now

receive critical RhD screening results faster, where timely reporting can be critical in avoiding haemolytic

reactions between mother and baby. Read more

X-Lab launches into Order Comms Market
X-Lab launches LabReach – a web-based, order communications

portal for remote requesters. Clinics and services such as

Occupation Health and Mental Health, can now electronically request

tests from the labs of their choice. The solution ensures safe,

accurate submission, tracking and delivery of pathology test results

directly to the requester. Read more

Unleashing Innovation: X-Lab’s growing presence in
Ireland
With momentum building in AI and digital pathology, innovation is

paving the way for progress. X-Lab is fast becoming a rising star in

the Irish landscape, making strides and garnering attention of

laboratory leads with exciting lab interoperability solutions. With an

unwavering dedication, X-Lab has now secured three significant

partnerships but is also poised to welcome more pathology labs

onto the Labgnostic pathology exchange network in the coming year.

Read more 
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X-Lab launches into Australia, led by Michelle Frazer
Our Australian operations, led by Michelle Frazer as Business

Development Director – APAC, opens with a strategic partner

announcement with RCPAQAP and Sonic Pathology Australia. The

expansion follows the extraordinary success of X-Lab’s solutions in

the UK, and a desire to provide similar benefits to other countries.

Labgnostic and LabgnosticEQA are now available throughout APAC.

Read more

RCPAQAP supercharge their Quality Assurance
Programs with automated lab interoperability 
The Royal College of Pathologists Australasia Quality Assurance

Programs (RCPAQAP) are strategically engaging with X-Lab and its

Labgnostic EQA solution to provide paperless automation of

Proficiency Testing. RCPAQAP aims to improve the quality practice

of pathology, support the safety of patients and to be the recognised

leader in external quality assurance (EQA) in pathology, both

nationally and internationally. Read more

X-Lab launches into Australia at AACB
X-Lab had an overwhelming positive reception at the AACB

(Australasian Association for Clinical Biochemistry and Laboratory

Medicine) conference in Brisbane in Oct. With comments like: ‘I’ve

heard of you in the UK, and we need this’. And “Finally you’re here,

I’ve been telling my colleagues about you” and “We need to build

regional collaboration to exchange referrals.” Read more
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NPEx now known as Labgnostic

Many of you in the UK know us as the National Pathology Exchange (NPEx), where we support 95% of UK

labs and processed more than 500 million tests during the pandemic. However, to align with our ongoing

global expansion, our core lab interoperability solution is now called Labgnostic. Curiously many in

Australia and New Zealand also know us as NPEx – so good news travels. But going forward the NPEx

name is now retired, and our solutions include: Labgnostic for lab2lab interoperability, LabReach for remote

order comms and LabgnosticEQA for automation of Quality Assurance and Proficiency Testing between

EQA providers and labs.
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Did you miss?

X-Lab shaping lab connectivity in New Zealand

New Zealand health reform looks to leverage proven national solutions

Arkana Labs US go live with system-agnostic lab interoperability network

TriCore go live with world's first system-agnostic laboratory exchange network  
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